Early lead exposure and the hippocampus: a review and recent advances.
A review of previous evidence suggests an association between early Pb exposure and hippocampal dysfunction. This report summarizes recent experiments conducted in both our laboratory and others' examining the effects of early Pb exposure on hippocampal morphological development, and behaviors characteristic of hippocampal dysfunction. Following postnatal Pb exposure marked reductions are seen in general hippocampal development and in the axonal and dendritic development of hippocampal dentate granule cells. Correlated with these neuroanatomical changes are Pb induced behavioral changes which show numerous similarities to those behavioral changes seen following damage to both the adult and developing hippocampus. These observations thus support the suggestion that the hippocampus may play a critical role in mediating many of the behavioral changes observed following early Pb exposure, as well as indicate that the hippocampus may serve as an excellent model system for further examining the neurobehavioral effects of Pb. However, as other brain areas are also clearly effected by Pb, alternative explanations for these lead induced behavioral changes are also discussed.